
Sometimes a halfback is called on to throw a block, and though he may be smaller, he's still expected to get 
the job done right. FISHER® SD Series plows are rugged, hard-working plows built for lighter four-wheel-drive 
vehicles so that snow removal operators can knock old man winter off his cleats and make short work of the 
storm in no time flat.  

AVAILABLE IN 6' 9" AND 7' 6" MODELS

It doesn’t take a big truck
to make big profits

RUGGED MOLDBOARD  
The SD Series moldboard is 26" high and built 
with 14-gauge steel for a great balance of 
performance and versatility.

TRIP-EDGE DESIGN & POLYMER CUTTING 
EDGE 
SD Series plows feature the FISHER trip-edge 
system. Only the edge trips, keeping plowed 
snow in front of the blade. The wear-resistant 
polymer cutting edge helps improve cutting 
power, absorb plowing shock and increase 
scraping ability without adding excess weight. 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Steel Deflector  |  Rubber Deflector
Curb Guard Kit  |  Shoe Kit  |  Steel Cutting Edge

SERIESSD

Winter doesn't care about MPGs or GVW. But, in an effort to increase fuel efficiency, today's four-wheel-drive 
vehicle manufacturers are producing smaller and lighter trucks and SUVs. FISHER® HT Series™ plows are  
high-performance plows manufactured to meet the needs of snow removal professionals with half-ton vehicles. 
Your move, winter. 

ATTACK ANGLE & HYDRAULIC SCRAPE LOCK
The 75˚ attack angle is the most aggressive in 
its class, and the exclusive Scrape Lock feature 
hydraulically locks the blade down for cleaner 
scraping and back dragging performance. 

REINFORCED BLADE STRUCTURE
Six vertical ribs and a full-length horizontal tube 
provide extra stability and strength to the core 
of the plow blade, and two vertical compression 
trip springs deliver trip-edge protection.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Poly SnoFoil®  |  Rubber Deflector
Curb Guard Kit  |  Shoe Kit The Truck May Be Lighter 

But The Workload Isn't
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